CHALLENGE CARD
Pirates Treasure

Equipment
One blindfold for every 2 people. Objects (cones) to use as mines. Objects to use as treasure. Number of mines and treasure depends on age and number of participants. Rope to use as “the ship”.

Starting Position
Partners are on “the ship” facing “the ocean” that is filled with treasure islands and dangerous mines. One partner is blindfolded -- to represent a blinding fog surrounding the ship.

Our Challenge
To collect as much treasure as possible without the least number of mine hits.

Rules and Sacrifices
1. Sighted partner must stay on the ship and talk the blindfolded partner through the mine field to get the treasure and safely return.
2. Only one piece of treasure can be retrieved and brought back to the ship at a time.
3. If a mine is touched, the pirate must remove the blindfold and return to the ship.
4. Partners switch places when treasure is brought back to the ship or pirate hits a mine.